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            Learn about NC State, our leadership and where we excel.
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            Start your college journey — and see where it will take you.
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            Gain knowledge, skills and experience to meet your goals.
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            See how we break new ground and bring ideas to the world.
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            Connect with the wider Wolfpack who share our mission.
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                    [image: NC&#160;State basketball center DJ Burns Jr. smiles with adoring fans as he leaves for the Final Four of the NCAA tournament.]
                

                                    


        
            
                
                    Athletics

                    Why Not Us?

                                            
                            Don't miss a minute of this weekend's action as men's and women's basketball compete in the Final Four.
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In the Spotlight



[image: Chancellor Randy Woodson shares a message with the NC State community celebrating recent Wolfpack wins and highlighting the campus resources available to help our community complete another successful semester. ]











A Message From Chancellor WoodsonCelebrating Our Recent Wolfpack Wins







[image: A total solar eclipse is seen on August 21, 2017 above Madras, Oregon. Photo Credit: NASA/Aubrey Gemignani]SciencesHelp Research Animal Behavior During Eclipses









More From NC State

[image: NC State's Belltower surrounded by red fireworks.]Philanthropy and GivingNew Records on NC State’s Sixth Day of Giving   







[image: Nathan Crook, assistant professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering, is discovering how Earth’s simplest life forms might unlock solutions to complex problems like antibiotic-resistant infections, plastic pollution and climate change.]Research and InnovationResearching Tiny Organisms for Transformative Outcomes   







[image: Spring blossoms wave in front of the NC State Memorial Belltower.]AdmissionsEnrollment Confirmation Deadline Extended to May 15   







[image: A student makes his way on a pathway on the court of North Carolina on main campus during a fall day.]Natural ResourcesSeasonal Allergies Are Back, But Don’t Blame All Trees For Your Pollen Problems   















Discover NC StateThink and Do With Us
An NC State education is the key to whatever door you want to open. We offer more than 100 undergraduate majors and more than 200 master’s and doctoral programs. Our students graduate ready for successful careers and meaningful lives.

Our Pack is strong, and we’re always looking for more thinkers and doers from all over the world to help us get even stronger.


Majors and Careers






Admissions and Aid
















Top 1% Worldwide
The Center for World University Rankings puts NC State among the best universities on the planet.






#4 in the South for Entrepreneurship
We’re a great place to bring your bright ideas, according to The Princeton Review and Entrepreneur.
















ResearchWe Solve Problems
At NC State, we focus on real-world solutions for real-world problems. Our university is a research powerhouse where experts — and budding experts — work together across disciplines to make a difference in the world.

Whether we’re advancing quantum computing, creating wearable technology solutions, uncovering the causes of liver cancer or creating artificial intelligence tools, we’re always driving innovation.


Take a deeper dive















[image: Dr. Imani Madison of the STEPS Center works with plant samples in a lab.]
Research and InnovationResults
Our digital research magazine, Results, offers an inside look at the breadth of our university’s discovery — and the difference it makes in the world.
Explore our stories   















[image: A single white bloom on a tree in spring.]
SustainabilityDig Into Earth Month
Throughout April, NC State is hosting events focused on the planet, sustainability and how you can make the world a better place.
See the event calendar   
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      Pack Science Challenge: Sound Around Town
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      Leading by Design
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      The Art of John Mark Hall
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      ASSIST Speaker Series: Rong Yin
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      Dominick Rapone: Nature’s Whispers
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      [image: A map of NC State's campus.]
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